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The leading exhibition for agricultural  
machinery and animal breeding



The biggest agricultural technology presentation in Austria
The future starts here: all innovations for efficient management of farming  
operations are presented in Wels. This information is essential for planning the 
future of your own business.

Many companies base their innovation cycles on Agraria and exhibit their new 
products for the domestic agriculture in Wels. The entire range of agricultural 
technology products available in the market today are clearly presented. The 
unique opportunity for farmers to cover their needs at the best conditions and 
to stay informed.

Agrarfuchs
As part of the Agraria - as the most important fair of agriculture and agricultural 
technology - the prestigious Innovation Award „Agrarfuchs“ will be awarded. 
Smart innovations that are beneficial to the farmers for their operations, are put 
in the spotlight and awarded by an independent jury. This is also a sign of the 
significance of Austria‘s most important agricultural fair.

Competence Centre FORST
In the exhibition hall 14 in the competence centre FORST and at the exhibition stage 
in Hall 1, program points specifically tailored for the timber and forestry sector will 
be on offer. Important issues such as timber harvesting, fuel wood production and 
technical forestry innovations will be in focus just like the topic of occupational 
safety in the forests. Exhibitors will present the latest technology and equipment 
for efficient forest management. As part of the framework program, the Forest 
Owners‘ Association of Upper Austria together with the SVB and LK OÖ will give 
keynote speeches around the topic „Challenges of hardwood management“.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

Top Consulting: Your local representative is represented at the exhibition 
stands and will be happy to answer individual enquiries.

Thu, 01 Dec Carinthia and Salzburg
Fri, 02 Dec Lower Austria, Vienna and Burgenland
Sat, 03 Dec Tyrol, Styria, Vorarlberg, South Tyrol

Federal state days

Agricultural technology innovation and cutting-edge solutions for the entire range 
of domestic agriculture - this is offered only by Agraria in Wels. At over 75,000 
m² of exhibition space, over 490 companies will present their entire range of 
services this year. From tillage, animal farming, grassland technology and 
animal breeding to forest-based industries, manufacturers and importers 
will be presenting the latest technology. Agraria is the first address for farmers to 
optimise their operations and to shape the future of their agriculture.

Agraria is always state of the art and engages with current issues in agriculture 
in a diverse and top class framework program. In more than 120 events on the 
4 days, associations and exhibitors will provide specialised information on current 
topics in the industry.

During the four days of the exhibition, some social events will also be held. From 
the Federal state days through to the young farmers‘ party at Gustino marquee, 
there are numerous ways of entertainment to get off work and management tasks.

For a comfortable journey to the exhibition, use the free parking places with 
shuttle bus to the exhibition and the free ÖBB train shuttle service between 
the Wels central station and the stop Wels Messe.

Dear fair visitors!  

A sustainable and small-scale agriculture and 
forestry, sparing the use of natural resources, cha-
racterises our vital rural areas and forms the basis 
for our high quality of life. Austria‘s family farms are 
the backbone of an efficient and comprehensive 
agriculture - they are the future model for further 
development in the agricultural sector. That is 
why I pay special attention to further develop the 
family-run structures and their economic viability 
in the agricultural policies.

With rural development, we set out our development priorities, and that too 
in clear distinction to the European „mainstream“. We promote innovation, 
environmental and animal protection, diversification, marketing, mountain 
areas and regional development. Not only our domestic farmers benefit from 
these compensations for services but they also strengthen the upstream and 
downstream sectors of the economy and thus the rural areas in their entirety. 
The Austrian agricultural sector is well-known for long-term thinking and 
responsible economic management since several years. As the leading agri-
cultural fair Agraria offers the ideal general conditions to exchange the latest 
developments and to bring the innovative potential of domestic enterprises in 
the spotlight. In this sense, I wish the event great success!

Your Andrä Rupprechter, 
Federal Minister for Agriculture and Forestry
Environment and Water Management

Everything for agriculture



PRO TIER (PRO ANIMAL)

11.30 
12.00 
13.30 
14.30 

11.30 
12.00 
14.00 
15.00 

10.00 –
15.00 

10.00 –
12.00 
15.00  

Opening with chart of all races
Judges Simmental
Presentation of progeny groups
Ceremony

Opening with chart of all races
Conformation appraisal, Brown cattle & Holstein
Ceremony
Presentation Simmental

Animal evaluation contest of
agricultural schools

ÖJV - Bundesländercup

Breed presentation 

Wed, 30 Nov
SIMMENTAL CATTLE

Thu, 01 Dec
BROWN BREED /
HOLSTEIN

Fri, 02 Dec DIVISION-
COMPETITION

Sat, 03 Dec
YOUNG BREEDER

PRO TIER / Cattle Hall 4

The association for cattle breeding in Austria will again present the races Simmen-
tal, Brown Swiss and Holstein this year with around 80 exhibition animals and 
consulting booths of the cattle association, the Chamber of Agriculture of Upper 
Austria, cattle market, the ZAR and LfL. The exhibition under the motto „Rund 
ums Rind“ (all about cattle) offers visitors the opportunity to inform themselves 
extensively about the cattle.

On Saturday, the stage will be free for our Austrian young breeders. This unique 
platform provides a social meeting place to promote the exchange - coupled with 
a lot of fun in agriculture. As part of a demonstration competition, the young 
breeders will surprise the 

The top event for professionals in animal husbandry
In the exhibition area PRO TIER, Europe‘s largest manufacturer brands and sup-
pliers for professional animal husbandry will be present. From stable and milking 
technology to feedstuff consulting and feeding technology, animal husbandry 
professionals will find everything worth knowing for their farming operations.

TRAINING & CONSULTING Hall 1

ASSOCIATION OF FOREST HOLDERS & SVB

Training & Consulting
A compact cooperation offer of the Province of Upper Austria, the Chamber 
of Agriculture of Upper Austria, secondary and higher agricultural schools, 
LBG, BIO AUSTRIA Upper Austria, social insurance institution of farmers and 
the Association of Forest Owners of Upper Aust.

Province of Upper Austria - 
Division of agriculture and forestry
Information about investment promotion, start-up grants as well as project 
funding (diversification, bioenergy and leader) in rural development.

LK educational and advisory services
Current information regarding management: LK-innovation consulting, unit value, 
operational concept, pluriactivity, construction consultancy, crop production 
and soil water protection; LFI-training program. (Production consultancy for 
cattle and pigs is integrated in the animal exhibits)

My company - My future
Strengthening the competence of rural entrepreneurs through education and 
counselling: An initiative of the Federal Ministry of Agriculture together with the 
Chamber of Agriculture and their educational institutions. For this, special LFI 
educational and LK-counselling services are offered to assist in the operational 
and business management.

LK BIO Consulting & Bio Austria Upper Austria
At the joint stand of the division of organic farming and BIO AUSTRIA OÖ, you 
will get information on organic agriculture from sales prospects to certification.

LBG computer service
LBG business and agricultural software is successfully deployed in more than 
10,000 companies around Austria and supports in economic management, 
legal records and successful marketing. For a time and cost-saving management.

The principle topic of BWV Upper Austria this year is „Prospects and trends 
in hardwood marketing“. One may learn about the dangers of hardwood 
management at the booth partner of social insurance of farmers (SVB).

In addition, each BWV-OÖ member who has already chosen the option „credit 
memo by mail“ will get a „wood-knocking body“! Visitors who are insured with 
SVB may use the proven all-division consultancy services and seek information 
regarding premium health, accident and pension insurance issues as part of 
confidential conversations.



   Membership

   Working groups

   Marketing questions

   Electricity and photovoltaic project

   Label programs

   Scanner service and stable  
temperature consulting

   Clearance service, Insurance service, 
ventilation failure

   Operating branch control

   Joint and several liability

   Operational advice, specialised 
consulting

   Representation of interests

   Stall construction

   Business management

   Feeding

   Working groups

   Production technology

   Project work

   Management

Chamber of Agriculture of Upper 
Austria - Everything about production 
The experts of the counseling centre for pig production will provide information 
on the following topics:

COMPETENCE CENTER SCHWEIN  Hall 3

All about pigs
Visitors will receive important information regarding pig production at the Compe-
tence Centre Schwein. The Chamber of Agriculture, the VLV and SZV will present 
their products for farmers in terms of pig production.

50 years VLV - All about marketing and 
representation of interests
The Association of agricultural producers (VLV) will present its 
scope of services for piglet producers and pig farmers:

powered by Die Fachzeitschrift für die bäuerliche Familie

www.landwirt.com

Expert forum on pigs Hall 3

Daily program:
11.00  Discussion round with experts and 

industry representatives on current issues

14.00  Discussion round with experts and 
industry representatives on current issues

15.00  Exhibition of SZV - Presentation of top animals

Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Veterinary 
medicine

Pig farming 
and genetics

Piglet- 
production

Pig fattening

THe thematic overviews:

   Counseling centre for 
Pig production of LK OÖ

   University of Vienna 
Veterinary medicine

   VÖS

   University of Natural Resources and 
Life Sciences Vienna

   DT Raumberg Gumpenstein

PRO SAU - 
New farrowing crates for more well-being 
The pig industry presents new farrowing crates, which are developed by practiti-
oners of the Chamber of Agriculture and the stable construction firms. Numerous 
project-running institutions and facilities will be present on the exhibition days 
with more detailed information. These are:

Best service and wellbeing
In addition to numerous exhibition restaurants, the Gustino Marquee also rounds 
off the gastronomic services of Agraria. With over 1,000 seats and daily music 
program, the Gustino Marquee is the venue for numerous events. Also open at 
Thursday and Friday evenings.

   Daily live demonstrations of top animals from  
the ÖHYB program on the stage

   Innovations from the breeding program and the insemination station Steinhaus

   Presentation of genomically selected boars

   Recent results from the boar testing programs

   New accessories from the SZV Store

SZV - All about pig breeding

GUSTINO MARQUEE



Fri, 02 Dec, Exhibition Stage Hall 1

Welcome address and discussion panel: 
DI Johann Doppelbauer, Federal Office
for Water Management & Upper Austrian  
Fisheries Expert Siegfried Pilgerstorfer

13.00  Fundamentals of trout pond farming
 ao. Univ. Prof. Mag. Dr. Franz Lahnsteiner, Federal Office for Water Management, Scharfling

13.30 Fundamentals of carp pond farming
 FFM Günter Gratzl, Federal Office for Water Management, Gebharts

14.0 Recirculation systems
 Mag. Dr. Christian Bauer, Federal Office for Water Management, Gebharts

14.30 Training courses in area of aquaculture
 Mag. Dr. Daniela Achleitner Federal Office for Water Management, Scharfling

15.00 Legal bases
 Mag. Karin Rainer-Wenger, District Administration Salzburg

15.30 Funding possibilities in the fisheries industry
 Ministry for liveable Austria

subsequently discussion

Fish farming in agriculture - new employment opportunities

Seeds, crop protection, fertilizer for agriculture and
grassland - a focus of Agraria 2016

Phytosanitary measures in grassland and agriculture! 
Take the right measures against pests, diseases and weeds. Seed well - harvest 
well: The range of exhibitors from the area of seeds offer you a wide range of 
products tailored to the kind of use and local conditions. The exhibitors 
advise you on cultivation to harvesting. Another focus is on the topic of fer-
tilisation. Exhibiting companies give advice on the right kind of fertilisation and 
demonstrate new solutions for the upcoming season. Its portfolio ranges from 
complete fertilizer products up to special fertilizer blends that are individually 
tailored to the farming operations.
 

PRO SAAT Hall 1 & 21

PRO TIER / Horse Hall 4

At the information desk of the national association of horse breeders of Upper 
Austria, interested parties can obtain complete information about horses, horse 
breeding, horse sale and economics and legal framework.

Sheep and Goat Competence Centre Upper Austria - 
Following the trend
The national associations for sheep breeding and farming and goat breeding 
present the best local genetics of the economically proven breeds merino sheep 
wool (meat breed), Suffolk (meat breed), East Friesian sheep (dairy breed) as well 
as Saanen goat (dairy breed) and gemstone coloured mountain goat (dairy breed).

Sheep and goat production is always abreast of the latest trend in both the milk 
as well as the meat sector with its natural production. Cheap ways of stable 
construction or renovation, coupled with a good sales and price situation make 
numerous farmers to switch to animal alternatives of petits ruminants.

The team of the Upper Austrian sheep and Goat Competence Centre is pleased 
to welcome you. 

Areas of consultancy:

   Consultancy of beginners and those  
switching services

   Breeding

   Husbandry

PRO TIER / Sheep & Goats Hall 4

   Marketing

   Feeding

   Animal health programs  
Upper Austria
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Kombinieren und profi tieren
Mit dem ÖBB Plus-Angebot gibt es zum ÖBB Ticket* 
den Eintritt zur Messe zum ermäßigten Preis.

Die „ÖBB Plus-Angebote“ erhält man:
• online auf tickets.oebb.at oder mobile über die neue ÖBB App
• an allen ÖBB Ticketschaltern am Bahnhof
• im ÖBB Kundenservice unter Tel. 05-1717-3

*Gilt für ÖBB Einzeltickets (Standard, Sparschiene, Komfort, Globalpreis), 
Verkehrsverbund-Einzeltickets und Einfach-Raus-Tickets.

ÖBB AppÖBB App

Every fifth farm is passed to a woman and every fourth investment decision 
lies in feminine hand. The role understanding of a farmer has changed and 
female farmers can now be seen as working woman with multiple tasks. For 
Agraria this means picking up topics related to female workers and putting 
women in the spotlight.

Thu, 01. Dec / Exhibition stage, Hall 1 (Moderator: Sabine Lindorfer)

14:00  Welcome address by the Chairperson of  
farmers Vöcklabruck Elfriede Schachinger

  „Your knowledge grows“ - LFI educational programs 2016/17 
Ing. Manuela Jachs-Wagner, LFI management

14:15  „Eigheirad - a topic with many facets and very contentious“ 
Elke Fur Thaller, mental and personality trainer and farmer

Sat, 03. Dec / Exhibition stage, Hall 1 (Moderator: Sabine Lindorfer)

14:00  Welcome address by local farmer LAbg. Annemarie Brunner

14:15  Herbs for winter medicine cabinet  
with Uschi Zezelitsch, the ORF „herb witch“

14:45  Are there any niches for agriculture?  
with „Emperor of tomatoes“ Erich Stekovics

Meeting point of female farmers Die Fachzeitschrift für die bäuerliche Familie

www.landwirt.com

The topic block „Future of agriculture“ is dedicated by Agraria to young  
farmers and future farmyard heads.

Thu, 01. Dec / Exhibition stage, Hall 1

09:30  Successful generation change
 Mag. Sandra Thaler, Mediation - Coaching - Training

09:45  Education and research for agriculture
 University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna

10:05  Careers at Pöttinger - Agricultural technology needs people 
who can think further

  Mag. Herbert Wagner, MBA  
Personnel Manager Pöttinger Landtechnik GmbH

10:25  Vetmeduni Vienna introduces itself!
  Vice Rector Ao. Univ.-Professor. Dr. Petra Winter,  

University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna

10:55  Young farmer funding in the Rural Development programme
 DI Josef Stroblmair, Land OÖ Dep. Agriculture and Forestry

11:10  Profession with a future: Teacher and counselor  
in the agricultural and environmental sector

  College of Agricultural and Environmental Education  
Rector Ing. Mag. Dr. Thomas Haase

11:40  Lambacher abz - linedancers Chattahoochee & Achy Breaky Heart
 Agricultural Education Centre Lamba

Future of agriculture

EXHIBITION APP



EVENTS AND PROGRAM

Friday, 2 December, 2016

Federal state days Lower Austria, Vienna and Burgenland

10:00 Animal judging contest of agricultural schools Expert forum for cattle, Hall 4

11:00 Piglet production: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

11:00 
- 11:15

Soil Protection - We are looking at it 
Film presentation „erosion-retardant maize cultivation“ 
Maschinenring Oberösterreich, Ing. Roman Braun

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

11:15 
- 11:30

Soil Protection - We are looking at it 
Lecture on soil.water.preservation. Consultation 
Chamber of Agriculture of Upper Austria, DI Thomas Wallner

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

11:30 
- 11:50

Presentation of new MR job description 
„Economic and agricultural expert“ 
Maschinenring Oberösterreich, Ing. Mag. (FH) Reinhard Allerstorfer

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

11:50 
- 12:10

Report of „10 years of oil mills -  
sustainable value creation and energy from the field“ 
GF Josef Voraberger MR Grieskirchen and Hausruck

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

12:10 
- 12:30

Schuhplattergruppe Maschinenring Gmunden 
Maschinenring Gmunden

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

13:00 Welcome address and discussion panel: 
DI Johann Doppelbauer, Federal Agency for Water Management & 
Upper Austrian Fisheries Expert Siegfried Pilgerstorfer

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

13:00 
- 13:20

Fish farming in agriculture: 
Fundamentals of trout pond farming, ao. Univ. Prof. Mag.  
Dr. Franz Lahnsteiner,BA for Water Management, Scharfling

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

13:30 
- 13:50

Fish farming in agriculture: 
Fundamentals of carp pond farming 
FM Günter Gratzl, BA for Water Management, Gebharts

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:00 
- 14:20

Fish farming in agriculture: 
Recirculation systems 
Mag. Dr. Christian Bauer, BA for Water Management, Gebharts

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:00 Piglet production: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

14:30 
- 14:50

Fish farming in agriculture: 
Training courses in area of aquaculture 
Mag. Dr. Daniela Achleitner, BA for Water Management, Scharfling

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:00 Exhibition of SZV - Presentation of top animals Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

15:00 
- 15:20

Fish farming in agriculture: 
Legal bases 
Ing. Thomas Nestler, BH Steyr Land

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:30 
- 15:50

Fish farming in agriculture: 
Funding possibilities in the fisheries industry 
DI Dr. Matthias Lentsch, Ministry for quality of life in Austria

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

Wednesday, 30 November, 2016

08:00 
- 12:00

Opening Agraria 2016 Exhibition stage, Hall 1

11:00 Animal health: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

11:30 Opening with chart of all races Expert forum for cattle, Hall 4

12:00 Conformation appraisal, Simmental presentation of progeny 
groups

Expert forum for cattle, Hall 4

12:30 
- 14:00

Challenges in hardwood management 
Association of German Forest Owners, Upper Austria and SVB

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:00 
- 14:30

AMA court banquet Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

14:00 Animal health: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

14:30 
- 16:00

LFI Certificate Ceremony 
LK Upper Austria & Rural Training Institute, Upper Austria

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:00 Exhibition of SZV - Presentation of top animals Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

Thursday, 1 December, 2016

Federal state days Carinthia and Salzburg

09:30 
- 09:45

Future of agriculture: 
Successful generation change 
Mag. Sandra Thaler, Mediation - Coaching - Training

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

09:45 
- 10:05

Future of agriculture: 
Education and research for agriculture 
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

10:05 
- 10:25

Future of agriculture: 
Careers at Pöttinger - Agricultural technology needs people who 
can think further, Mag. Herbert Wagner, MBA Personnel Manager 
Pöttinger Landtechnik GmbH

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

10:25 
- 10:55

Future of agriculture: 
Vetmeduni Vienna introduces itself! Vice Rector Ao. Univ.-Prof. Dr. 
Petra Winter, Veterinary Medicine UNIVERSITY of Vienna

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

10:55 
- 11:10

Future of agriculture: 
Young farmers in the Rural Development Programme 
DI Josef Stroblmair, Land OÖ Dep. Agriculture and Forestry

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

11:00 Pig breeding and Genetics: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

11:10 
- 11:40

Future of agriculture: Profession with a future: teacher and 
counselor in the agricultural and environmental sector 
College of Agricultural and Environmental Education Vienna

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

11:40 
- 11:55

Lambacher abz - linedancers Chattahoochee & Achy Breaky Heart 
Agricultural Education Centre Lambach

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

12:00 
- 14:00

Prospects in the horse industry? Operating branches, key figures, 
opportunities, risks, Dr. Peter Zechner, National Association of 
horse breeders in Upper Austria

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

12:00 Conformation appraisal, Brown cattle & Holstein Expert forum for cattle, Hall 4

14:00 Pig breeding and Genetics: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

14:00 
- 14:05

Meeting point of farmers - Welcome address 
Elfriede Schachinger, Chairperson of the farmers Vöcklabruck

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:05 
- 14:15

Meeting point of farmers: 
„Your knowledge is growing“ LFI educational program 2016/17 
Ing. Manuela Jachs-Wagner, LFI management

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:15 
- 15:45

Meeting point of farmers: 
Eigheirad - a topic with many facets which is very contentious 
Elke Pelz Thaller, mental and personality trainer

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:00 Exhibition of SZV - Presentation of top animals Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

18:00 Young Farmers Party with „Die Lauser“ & DJ Matty Valentino GUSTINO MARQUEE College of Agricultural and Environmental Education | Future of agriculture | Thu, 1 Dec | Exhibition stage, Hall 1



Misprints and errors and changes reserved! 

Source: Messe Wels, Elke Pelz-Thaller, RZO, Hochschule für Agrar- und Umwelpädagogik, Fotolia, Alex 
Kaiser/www.lichtlinien.at, Landesverband der Pferdezüchter OÖ, Institut für Gewässerökologie, Fische-
reibiologie und Seenkunde, Fam. Köppl.

All the important information at a glance

Elke Pelz Thaller | Meeting point for farmers | Thu, 1 Dec | Exhibition stage, Hall 1

Presentation Brown Cattle | Thu, 1 Dec | Professional forum for cattle, Hall 4

ORGANISER
Messe Wels GmbH
Messeplatz 1, 4600 Wels, Austria
Tel.: +43 7242 9392-0
Fax: +43 7242 9392-66451
E-Mail: office@messe-wels.at
Internet: www.agraria.at

OPENING HOURS
Wed, 30.11. – Sat, 03.12.2016 daily from 9:00 - 18:00

EXHIBITION ADMISSION PRICES
Day Ticket € 13,00
Reduced Day Ticket € 11,00
(For a single entry for young people aged 14 to 18 years, students under 24, military and civil service, 
people with disabilities upon presentation of a valid identification, adults upon presentation of the 
Upper Austrian Family Card, northeast or Salzburg family pass as well as groups of 10 persons or above)

Ticket Sales  - online on www.agraria.at/vorverkauf 
- in all Raiffeisenbanken in OÖ 
- at all Ö-Ticket outlets

HOW TO FIND US

   Car: there are marked parking spaces for cars with shuttle bus service 
available for free at your disposal. In the immediate vicinity of the exhibition 
area, only limited capacity is available. Details about the arrival and parking 
possibilities can be found at www.agraria.at

   Train: Free ÖBB train shuttle service from Wels Train station to Wels 
Messe. With the ÖBB Plus offer, you will also get the entrance to the  
Agraria Wels at a reduced price with ÖBB ticket. The „ÖBB Plus Deals*“  
can be received at all ÖBB ticket counters at the station and online  
on tickets.oebb.at or on your mobile phone on the new ÖBB APP.

   *ÖBB Plus offers: combined with ÖBB single tickets (Standard, SparSchiene,  
Comfort, Global Price tickets) Verkehrsverbund- Single tickets and Einfach- 
Raus-Tickets. Available at ÖBB ticket counter and online at tickets.oebb.at  
or on the new ÖBB APP.

   Dogs: Carrying dogs with a muzzle and on a leash is allowed.

VERANSTALTUNGEN & RAHMENPROGRAMM

Saturday, 3 December, 2016

Federal state days Tyrol, Styria, Vorarlberg and South Tyrol

10:00 
- 11:00

A tillage system for organic farming 
The dam culture system according to Turiel 
LK Upper Austria, Johannes Doppelbauer & Johann Staudinger

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

10:00 ÖJV - Bundesländercup Expert forum for cattle, Hall 4

11:00 Pig farming: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

11:00 
- 12:00

Five years organic farming at organic farm Eglseegut in Enns 
Eva and Harald Wartlik give a first summary 
LK Upper Austria, Eva and Harald Wartlik

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:00 Pig farming: 
Discussion round with experts and industry representatives

Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3

14:00 
- 14:15

Meeting point of farmers - Welcome address 
LAbg. Annemarie Brunner, local farmer

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

14:15 
- 14:45

Meeting point of farmers: 
Herbs for winter medicine cabinet 
Mag. Uschi Zezelitsch, ORF „herb witch“

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:00 
- 15:30

Meeting point of farmers: 
Are there still any niches for agriculture 
Erich Stekovics, „Emperor of tomatoes“

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:30 
- 15:45

CSA as agricultural model for the future 
Organic farm Gemüsefreude presents itself 
Gemüsefreude,Magdalena Mayr and Jonathan Martin

Exhibition stage, Hall 1

15:00 Presentation of all breeds in the ring Expert forum for cattle, Hall 4

15:00 Exhibition of SZV - Presentation of top animals Expert forum on pigs, Hall 3
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